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OFFICIAL RELEASE 

Uflex transforms Tortilla Chips’ Packaging for America’s Healthiest 
Grocery Store  

Noida, 04 January 2017: Some four months ago, America’s Healthiest Grocery Store, Whole Foods Market 
approached India’s largest multinational flexible packaging materials and Solution Company Uflex through one 
of the latter’s long standing clients who had been using special packaging solution from Uflex for its Tortilla 
Chips. 

The Problem Statement of Whole Foods Market – Multi-Layer Kraft Paper Institutional Bags with a BOPP 
sealant layer were not providing enough barrier to Tortilla Chips from oxygen and moisture. Result:  Chips in 
those institutional packs were turning soggy and rancid in barely 3 weeks or so. Added disadvantages of paper 
being torn in the supply chain or ruptured by sharp edges of tortilla chips was a double whammy. Fabrication 
of multi-layer Kraft paper packs in itself is an expensive proposition that requires specialised equipment at the 
converters’ end with prohibitive capital costs. Printing on paper poses further limitations diminishing the 
aesthetics of the pack. More annoying was the fact that the Multi-Layer Kraft Paper Institutional Bags of Net 
Weight 16 OZ (1 LB) 454g had to be cut open from the top for taking the chips out and leaving the consumer 
with no option other than consuming all of it in one go with no provision for deferred consumption without 
spoilage. 
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All these issues compelled Whole Foods Market to look for alternate packaging solution for their Tortilla 
Chips, and that’s when they were referred to Uflex. 

Whole Foods did not want to create any confusion in the minds of consumers regarding the look and appeal 
of its tortilla chips packaging. Moreover being the largest seller of organic food in the US, Whole Foods 
Market quite essentially wanted to give a paper like organic look to the packaging thereby upholding their 
brand ethos. 

The engineers at Uflex with a clear brief from the client designed a three layered; 12.5 micron coated Polyester 
/ 18 micron BOPP (both sides treated) / 35 micron Polyethylene packaging structure as a 3D flat bottom 
pouch. Polyester provides excellent barrier from oxygen and also exhibits good thermal resistance owing to its 
melting temperature that is as high as 150-160 degrees Centigrade. BOPP acts as a strong barrier to moisture. 
Polyethylene (PE) serves as a sealant layer besides imparting strength and sturdiness to the pouch. To impart 
a paper like organic look, special registered matte coating was applied on the glossy polyester film.  

The pouch is reverse printed and the same machine has the facility of carrying out Registered Top Coating 
either in matte or gloss thereby rendering a transparent window. A see through window is always a great value 
addition as the consumers always prefer seeing the product packed inside for making an informed buying 
decision. A concealed Press-To-Close (PTC) pocket zipper has been provided on the front panel of the 3D 
pouch with a perforated strip for easy opening and protecting the product for deferred use without any fear of 
spoilage. An important fact that must be noted is that usually pouches have to be cut from the top using 
scissors or knives in order to retrieve the snack. This can lead to contamination of food and is therefore not 
advisable. The PTC slider pocket pouch efficiently obviates this shortcoming.  

The transformed packaging offers the following clear advantages: 

(a) Shelf life of tortilla chips increased to 90 days; 
 

(b) Opening the pack is very convenient for the consumers. Small potions can now be taken out from the 
institutional pack and the pouch could be zipped thereafter for deferred use keeping the quality of 
chips absolutely intact through the prescribed shelf life; 
 

(c) The 3D pouch renders a 360 degree branding canvas to the pack as it has five distinct panels. This 
further enhances the visibility and aesthetics of the pouch at the Point of Sale (POS). 

Talking about the new packaging for Whole Foods Market, Mr. Anup Sachdeva, Joint President Packaging 
(Global Exports) at Uflex Limited said, “Earlier in December, especially for the Christmas Season we dispatched 
1 million new pouches to the co-packer by Air. The new pouches are now on the retail shelves and I am given to 
understand from the client that the response has been terrific. The matte finished paper-like pouch perfectly 
lives up to the image and ethos of the organic food packed inside. More importantly the inks that we have used 
in the converting process are Toluene and MEK free further emboldening the brand image in the organic space. 
Tortilla is categorized as healthy food and enjoys a huge market in West America. Consumers are quite 
appreciating the Press to Close (PTC) zipper on the front panel for the great convenience that it brings along 
with it. 

We are getting more and more enquiries from Tortilla and other snacks brands in the United States that are still 
using conventional paper packaging. We are very hopeful of more business transactions fructifying in the near 
future.” 

Commenting about the success of the metamorphosed packaging of Tortilla Chips for Whole Foods Market, 
Mr. Ashok Chaturvedi, Chairman and Managing Director, Uflex Limited said, “You will be glad to know that the 
pouch has been fabricated on a special Quad Seal Machine with a registered PTC/ Slider applicator and 
perforation facility. This machine has also been indigenously manufactured by our Engineering Business at the 
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Noida Plant. Being an end-to-end multinational flexible packaging materials and solution company we offer 
immense ease to our clients globally. All their packaging requirements are met under one roof. 

Another very important point that I would like to mention over here is that the revamped packaging for Tortilla 
Chips did not require any new or specialised filling and sealing line at the Co-packer’s end. The erstwhile 
machine fills and seals the new pouches equally efficiently. Coming to think of it, no additional Capex is a 
major boon for the Co-packer. I am glad Uflex has been able to deliver Whole Foods Market exactly the 
packaging that they had been looking for. Adding value to our clients’ business through innovation is our 
raison d'être and my team is doing that perfectly and infallibly.” 

 

About Uflex 

Uflex is India’s largest end-to-end flexible packaging company and an emerging global player. Since its inception back in 1985, Uflex has grown from 

strength to strength to evolve as a truly Indian Multinational with consumers spread across the world. Uflex today has state-of-the-art packaging 

facilities at multiple locations in India with installed capacity of around 100,000 TPA and has packaging film manufacturing facilities in India, UAE, 

Mexico Egypt, Poland and USA with cumulative installed capacity in excess of 337,000 TPA.  

All Uflex plants are accredited with ISO 9001, 14001, HACCP & BRC certifications. Uflex caters to markets spanning across the globe in over 140 

countries like USA, Canada, South American countries, UK and other European Countries, Russia, South Africa, CIS, Asian and African nations. 

Integrated within its core business profile are allied businesses like Engineering, Cylinders, Holography and Chemicals which further give Uflex a 

superior edge above competition.  

Uflex Limited is also a part of the D&B Global Database and winner of various prestigious national and international awards for its products’ 
excellence. Uflex offers technologically superior packaging solutions for a wide variety of products such as snack foods, candy and confectionery, 
sugar, rice & other cereals, beverages, tea & coffee, dessert mixes, noodles, wheat flour, soaps and detergents, shampoos & conditioners, vegetable 
oil, spices, marinades & pastes, cheese & dairy products, frozen food, sea food, meat, anti-fog, pet food, pharmaceuticals, contraceptives, garden 
fertilizers and plant nutrients, motor oil and lubricants, automotive and engineering components etc. 
 
Some of Uflex’s clients on the global turf include P&G, PepsiCo; Tata Global; Mondelez, L’ Oreal, Britannia, Haldiram’s, Amul, Kimberly Clark, Ferro 

Rocher, Perfetti, GSK, Nestle, Agrotech Foods, Coca Cola, Wrigley, Johnson & Johnson among others.  

 

For further information, please contact: 

 Rajesh Agrawal; Vice President, Investor Relations & PR, Uflex Limited 

Mobile No.: 09967491495 

E-mail: rajesh.agrawal@uflexltd.com  

 

 Rohit Sharma, Manager, Investor Relations, PR & CSR, Uflex Limited 

Mobile No.:  09910300187 

E-mail: rohit.sharma@uflexltd.com  

Website: www.uflexltd.com  
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